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Abstract. The Internet of Things (IoT) is essential for generating data in Smart
Homes, and Machine Learning (ML) can help save household electricity energy from
prediction results. However, IoT generates many features in Smart Homes that must
be considered for prediction and interpretation. Therefore, this study proposes a model
based on an ML prediction algorithm and model interpretation with many datasets and
features of Smart Homes. The author’s proposed model uses the K-Nearest Neighbors
(KNN) learning algorithm and the SHapley Additive exPlanations (SHAP) model inter-
pretation to explain the prediction results. The results describe that the proposed model
produces optimal predictions compared to other distances. The results of the proposed
model represent the effects of Mean Absolute Error (MAE) = 0.0533, Mean Squared
Error (MSE) = 0.0893, and Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) = 0.268. Optimal pre-
diction results occur because the proposed model utilizes the Manhattan distance to better
deal with many Smart Home features and datasets. Furthermore, the proposed model
can interpret the prediction results with the dominant feature being “Furnace” in Smart
Home Datasets. In the future, the proposed model can provide prediction and interpre-
tation results for saving electricity in Smart Homes.
Keywords: Dominant features, K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN), Smart Home, SHapley
Additive exPlanations (SHAP).

1. Introduction. The energy crisis has occurred almost worldwide, significantly impact-
ing energy consumption for all sectors, such as business, health, manufacturing, agricul-
ture, education, and other service sectors [1,2]. The energy consumption problem is also
a consideration and a challenge in saving or switching to a different clean energy [3]. One
of the sectors with the highest energy consumption is the household sector. This sector
does many activities to increase the economy at home [4].

Therefore, saving electricity consumption in the household sector is essential. This
can be applied by using the Internet of Things (IoT) management information system.
This management is used for monitoring, automating, and switching electrical energy
consumption [5]. This management is usually combined with Machine Learning (ML)
in Smart Homes for flexible and intelligent responses to user requirements [6]. The ML
model can produce high-accuracy energy consumption predictions depending on the data
conditions [7]. Another trend is knowing how ML works and seeing the interpretation
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of dominant features in the prediction results. Therefore, users can understand why pre-
dictions describe high or low results based on the explanation from the ML used [8].
Interpretation of this prediction result can be assisted by model interpretation such as
Local Interpretable Model-Agnostic Explanations (LIME) [8] and SHapley Additive ex-
Planations (SHAP) [9]. However, Smart Home has many multi-features and datasets.
The problem of prediction and interpretation of a Smart Home requires solving by the
author.
Previous research used ML as a prediction of electricity consumption. For example,

Shao et al. [10] and Tabrizchi et al. [11] used a Support Vector Machine (SVM) learning
algorithm to detect electricity consumption. Other research, such as Afuosi and Zoghi
[12], Li and Jin [13], used the K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) learning algorithm in predicting
electricity savings. Several studies have made comparisons of all ML methods, including
Priyadarshini et al. [14], Fard and Hosseini [15], and Abdul Malek et al. [16].
However, previous studies usually only compare the best prediction with several other

ML methods, and selection based on k (neighbors) on the KNN learning algorithm is
one of the things to look for optimal prediction. Furthermore, there are quite a lot of
hyperparameters in the KNN learning algorithm [17] that have yet to be exported [18].
In addition, previous studies have yet to consider the large number of multi-features and
data sets on Smart Home.
Therefore, the study focuses on taking advantage of these limitations, where previous

research on ML prediction has yet to be widely studied to interpret the dominant fea-
tures and find optimal predictions. Interpretation of prediction results is usually used by
humans to better understand the effect of prediction results on existing features. This
explanation is possible with SHAP model interpretation. Another advantage is that many
previous studies have focused on the “Euclidean” distance, which is very susceptible to
multi-feature. The proposed model will find an algorithm that is more robust than the
Euclidean by utilizing tuning on the number of k, distance [19], and model interpretation
using SHAP as a global model interpretation.
The goal is to minimize model error and quickly set up “interpretation dominant fea-

ture” factors to help save electrical energy. The following are the key contributions.
1) This study builds on the proposed model KNN techniques at the prediction and

SHAP model interpretation to describe how KNN works and the interpretation of domi-
nant features.
2) The proposed model KNN learning architecture is used for predicting electricity

consumption and comparing its findings with other existing hyperparameter KNN models,
especially regarding multi-feature conditions.
3) Several main scenarios are assessed against various results from the KNN hyperpa-

rameter to provide the best results for predictions, and the best results will be interpreted
using SHAP and compared to another model interpretation.
4) The work obtained promising results in predicting the KNN model with reduced

error, and interpretation results that Smart Home users can use to save electricity con-
sumption.
The article is divided into the following four sections. Section 1 describes the problem

description and introduction. Section 2 describes the proposed model. Section 3 describes
the implementation and trial results. Finally, Section 4 is followed by conclusions and
suggestions for further research.

2. Proposed Method. This section will explain the stages of using the proposed model.
Authors have widely used this model using predictions based on the KNN applied to
Smart Homes to predict electricity consumption using IoT. Figure 1 describes the nine-
step research flow process for predicting and interpreting electrical energy consumption
in Smart Homes.
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Figure 1. Research proposed model

Steps such as “Start” and “Finish” are not considered in order from 1 to 9, and finally,
the end of the thread. Figure 1 is explained in more depth as follows.

1) The first stage is the data introduction stage. Information on electricity consump-
tion is collected from dataset files taken from [20] Kaggle secondary data. The data set
contains 500000+ data with 32 features. At this stage, the data is also divided by 2 with
a comparison between training data and testing data, which is 90/10 for training data.

2) The flow begins with carrying out load handling, where the data will be processed
and searched for some features that do not affect the prediction results following previous
correlation studies in [21]. The development of 24 features will be processed to the next
step.

3) In the next stage, the authors reconfirm whether the data is numeric. If there is
data other than numeric, then an encoder will label it as non-numeric data.

4) In this stage, the data will be adjusted to a normal distribution because datasets are
generally not distributed. Then, at this stage, the standardization of the Z-Score is used
with a range of results [−3 to 3].

5) The first hyperparameter setting is carried out at this stage: the number of neighbors
(k) from 1 to 9. This aims to determine how many k matches are in this data set.

6) The second hyperparameter is set using several distance algorithms using Manhattan
because this hyperparameter is very influential in retrieving training data like data testing.

7) After obtaining several selected hyperparameters, this section learned all training
data using the KNN learning algorithms. The following result is compared with the error.

8) The results in this section evaluate several measurement metrics, such as Root Mean
Squared Error (RMSE), Mean Squared Error (MSE), and Mean Absolute Error (MAE).

9) Finally, the model’s results will be interpreted to explain how the KNN algorithm
learning can work by providing dominant features using SHAP model interpretation.
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2.1. Data information. This section uses Smart Home data generated by IoT devices.
The data have multi-feature as described in Table 1.

Table 1. Data information

No Feature Description data
1 Use All data on total electricity consumption on Smart Home
2 Solar Cell Electric energy harvest data from solar panels
3 Dishwasher Energy consumption data on the Dishwasher
4 Office Room Energy consumption data in Office Room
5 Fridge Energy consumption data on Fridge
6 Wine Cellar Energy consumption data at Wine Cellar
7 Garage Door Energy consumption data on Garage Door
8 Barn Energy consumption data on Barn
9 Well Energy consumption data on Well
10 Microwave Energy consumption data on Microwave
11 Living Room Energy consumption data in the Living Room
12 Temperature Environmental Temperature data
13 Humidity Environmental Humidity data
14 Visibility Environmental Visibility data
15 apparentTemperature Environmental apparentTemperature data
16 Pressure Environmental Pressure data
17 windSpeed Environmental windSpeed data
18 cloudCover Environment cloudCover data
19 windBearing Environmental windBearing data
20 precipIntensity Environment precipIntensity data
21 dewPoint Environmental dewPoint data
22 precipProbability Environmental precipProbability data
23 Furnace Energy consumption data on Furnace
24 Kitchen Energy consumption data in the Kitchen

Table 1 explains the data used in this study based on Smart Home data with 24 features.
The target of the prediction is “Use”. Twenty-three other elements are used to predict
the target feature.

2.2. K-Nearest Neighbors. This algorithm has several k numbers needed to describe
the optimal parameters and Manhattan distance for the proposed model. Manhattan
distance, as described in Equation (1) and compared with several distance algorithms,
utilizes several algorithms (Euclidean, Minkowski, Cosine, Chebyshev) in Equations (2)-
(5) based on [22]:
Manhattan distance:

d(x, y) =
n∑

i=1

|xi − yi| (1)

Minkowski distance:

(x, y) =

(
n∑

i=1

|xi − yi|p
) 1

p

(2)

Euclidean distance:
(x, y) = ∥x− y∥ (3)

Cosine distance:

d(x, y) =

∑n
i=1 xiyi√∑n

i=1 x
2
i

√∑n
i=1 y

2
i

(4)
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Chebyshev distance:
d(x, y) = max(|x2 − x1|, |y2 − y1|) (5)

where i = 1 to n, p = positive integer.
The variables x and y from Equations (1) to (5) represent only two vectors in the

feature space, and xi and yi are their coordinates each [22].

2.3. Error evaluation. This section will explain how error evaluation uses RMSE, MSE
and MAE with Equations (6)-(8):

MAE =
1

N

N∑
i=1

|ŷi − ȳ| (6)

MSE =
1

N

N∑
i=1

(ŷi − ȳ)2 (7)

RMSE =
√
MSE =

√√√√ 1

n

N∑
i=1

(ŷi − ȳ)2 (8)

where ŷ = predicted value of y, ȳ = true value of y.
In Equations (6)-(8), it is used to evaluate the proposed model’s prediction model.

These results will be compared for all existing hyperparameters, and the best model
suggestions will be given based on the results of the slightest error in the KNN model.

2.4. Model interpretation. The proposed model will be interpreted using SHAP (Eq-
uation (9)) and LIME (Equation (10)) [8,9]:

ξ(x) = argmin
g∈G

L(f, g, πx) + f(g) (9)

where ξ(x) = interpretation of results based on data x, G = interpretable model family,
f = ML complex models, g = simple model of interpretation, πx = local neighbourhoods,
L(f, g, πx) = base estimates on local neighborhood’s, f(g) = manages the complexity of
the simple replacement model.

ϕi(f, x) =
∑
z′⊆x′

|z′|!(F − |z′| − 1)!

F !

[
fx(z

′)− fx

(
z′

i

)]
(10)

where ϕi = Shapley’s score for feature i, f = model BlackBox, x = input data, z′ ⊆ x′ =
all input feature data, x′ = sample input data, F = set of all features.

Equation (9) is the SHAP inspired by game theory. It looks for how much a character
contributes to getting exp in each contribution made, especially how the contribution
details are, and how appropriately a character can be given results based on their global
contribution.

Equation (10) is a LIME widely used in the initial approach to interpreting ML models.
LIME’s primary goal is to identify models that can be solved locally on predictions.
In model interpretation, it is essential to distinguish between data representation and
features, which are data representations that humans can understand regardless of the
actual features.

3. Main Results. In this section, two results from experiments will be discussed. The
evaluation results of the proposed model are compared with other distance algorithms.
Next, the prediction results will be interpreted, and the interpretation results will be
compared.
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3.1. KNN result evaluation. In this section, the authors focus on the prediction results
of the proposed model by utilizing a range of k (1-9), and the results are presented in
Figure 2.

Figure 2. Proposed model performance for prediction electricity energy consumption

The proposed model utilizes the Manhattan distance. Figure 2 gets the best k value, 2,
and becomes the best prediction. Table 2 presents the comparison results between other
distances and the proposed model that utilizes Manhattan.

Table 2. Comparing the result performance of distance

No k Distance MSE MAE RMSE
1 2 Minkowski 0.0983 0.0578 0.307
2 2 Euclidean 0.0982 0.0554 0.305
3 2 Cosine 0.0985 0.0545 0.318
4 2 Chebyshev 0.1378 0.0876 0.347
5 2 Manhattan (proposed model) 0.0893 0.0533 0.268

Table 2 shows that Manhattan distance and k = 2 are the best models with an evaluation
value, MAE = 0.0533, MSE = 0.0893, and RMSE = 0.268. Manhattan is more robust than
other distances, because each distance has an Lk norm, a distance used to measure the
distance between two points in a multi-feature space, which is sensitive to high dimensions
[19].

3.2. Interpretation result. This section will explain which features are most domi-
nantly used by the proposed model for prediction. The fetched features are described in
Figure 2, with the prediction target feature being “Use”, resulting in a comparison with
interpretation using LIME, as illustrated in Figures 3 and 4.
Figure 3 describes the most dominant feature as the “Furnace” in high prediction value.

Figure 4 explains the dominant feature with the low prediction result is the “Solar Cell”
and “Furnace” features. The difference is that when the “Solar Cell” feature generates
high energy, it helps reduce electricity consumption, whereas the “Furnace” feature causes
low electricity consumption. The use of LIME is limited to looking for markers for low
and high predictions. However, the proposed model uses SHAP to look for global feature
contributions, not only at the effect of forecasts on low and high predictions. The results
of global feature contributions are presented in Figures 5(a) and 5(b).
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Figure 3. LIME result for high prediction value

Figure 4. LIME result for low prediction value

(a) (b)

Figure 5. (a) (Bar Plot/Absolute Value) Dominant feature contribution
to prediction globally; (b) (BeeSwarm Plot) feature contribution to predic-
tion globally
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The contribution and explanation of the dominant feature are evident, as described in
Figure 5(a). The best feature with a SHAP value of 0.25 (a high SHAP value explains
high predicted results and vice versa) is “Furnace”; therefore, it is considered a dominant
feature in the electrical energy consumption prediction results.
Figure 5(b) shows the result of an experiment that highlights the importance of rela-

tionship features of the model, such as
1) Furnace: A high feature value impacts the prediction of electricity consumption

results more significantly. Conversely, a low feature value affects the more minor prediction
of electricity consumption.
2) Dishwasher: A high feature value impacts the greater electrical energy consump-

tion. Conversely, A low feature value affects the more minor prediction of electricity
consumption.
3) Solar Cell: Unlike other features, this feature has a high-value impact on low elec-

tricity consumption. Low feature values affect high electricity consumption.

4. Conclusions. The proposed model used Manhattan, k = 2, and SHAP has result
evaluation as MAE = 0.0533, MSE = 0.0893, and RMSE = 0.268. The results of the
proposed model are better than the others because the proposed model is more resistant to
many multi-features and data sets on a Smart Home. Furthermore, to describe prediction,
SHAP can explain the most dominant features. The SHAP interpreted that “Furnace”
is a dominant part of predictions. Meanwhile, the “Solar Cell” feature is the opposite.
When the feature value is high, the predictive value is low. It happens because Solar
Cells generate electricity. Unlike LIME, which can only interpret features for high or low-
value prediction, SHAP can interpret dominant features globally. For further research,
the determination of hyperparameters owned by the proposed model is not only k and
the distance algorithm. However, many other hyperparameters can usually be searched
with search algorithms in AI.
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